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Agenda 
Thursday, October 20th  

8:30-9:00 ARRIVAL/MEET & GREET 

9:00-10:30 

Introductions / Welcome 
Workshop Purpose, Objective and Background -Bronwen Buck (CCC) 
Leave Them Alone: Preventing Intentional Harm to Snakes - Brian Hutchinson and Stéphane 
Bruneau (Parks Canada)  

Dotmocracy Exercise - Bronwen Buck (CCC) 
10:30-
10:45 BREAK 
10:45 Horticulture and Conservation: A Natural Connection - Colleen Cirillo (TRCA) 
11:10 Veggie Village and Veggie Pledge - Jodi Vanderheyden (Royal Botanical Gardens) 

11:35 Blazing the Way: Coastal Trails and Biodiversity Awareness in Carolinian Canada - Bronwen 
Buck (CCC) 

11:55 Panel Questions and Discussion (20 min) 
12:15-1:00 LUNCH 

1:00 Dotmocracy Summary 
1:05-2:05 Shout Out! (Group A): Outreach Across the Region - 5 Minute Updates 
2:05-2:50 Workshop - "World Café"  

  WORKING BREAK  
2:50-3:40 Shout Out! (Group B): Outreach Across the Region - 5 Minute Updates 

3:40 Panel member Summary of Workshop Discussion  
4:00 Wrap up summary, next steps, survey 

    
4:15 ADJOURN 

 

Workshop Organization and Facilitation 
Bronwen Buck CCC Outreach Coordinator – Organizer 
Michelle Kanter CCC Executive Director – Organizer; Workshop Facilitation 
Sandy Clipsham CCC Network Manager – Facilitation 
Sarah Hodgkiss CCC Program Manager – Registration, Facilitation 
Dan Dufour CCC Coastal Stewardship Coordinator – Note-taker 

 
Notes: 
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Workshop Overview 

Join us to share stories, learn from innovative case studies and discuss how, by streamlining collaborative 
messages, we can foster and increase stewardship through joint outreach and social marketing.   

It’s challenging to convince people to adopt nature-friendly habits. This is an era where competing messages 
bombard us. How can we ensure our voice is heard, understood and acted upon? 
One solution is to work together to create a joint outreach strategy using branding 
and social marketing techniques to inspire, guide and even monitor target 
audiences, thereby “taking the next step” to support habitat (especially for species 
at risk).  

Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM) combines knowledge of marketing 
techniques and understanding of community to engage audiences and foster 

positive behaviour change. CBSM generally employs outreach tools such as pledge forms, prompts (e.g. 
brochures, e-mail or wallet-sized reminders) and the creation of social norms among communities of 
individuals who share common values. The use of CBSM in the conservation field is relatively new. There is 
much to learn and many potential opportunities to test outreach projects.   

During this workshop: 

• Our featured speakers will introduce you to some effective conservation and communication-based 
outreach projects. While not all of our guests use CBSM in the strictest sense of the term, they employ 
many similar principles.   

• Through participants’ 5-minute updates, you will learn about various outreach programs and projects 
taking place (or proposed) in the Carolinian Life Zone and beyond. We hope these updates will serve to 
inspire you and provide food for thought in terms of how we can strengthen and streamline common 
messages.  

• Your own communication goals and our draft Brainstorming Paper (p.5) will serve as a basis for 
discussing how various projects might benefit from a joint outreach strategy that will foster habitat 
action related to conservation elements such as rare species, trails, urban green space and coastal areas.    

We hope today’s stories will inspire you think about how we can work together to strengthen common 
outreach messages through means such as pledges, prompts and pilot projects.  
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Carolinian Canada:  Greening the Future of Southwestern Ontario 

Joint Outreach Strategy for Brainstorming  

Focus on rare species 

Goal:  Inspire, guide and monitor target audiences to ‘take the next step’ to support habitat (for species at risk) 

Target Audience:  Interested landowners & community members (located in biodiversity hotspots), rural & urban 

Objectives:   
• Inspire 1,000 people to take appropriate habitat action (for rare species)   
• Use social marketing techniques to foster good stewardship behaviours ie ‘market the behaviour’ 
• Use many small campaigns to create a unified strong voice 
• Use a multi-scale social marketing approach to influence personal actions & super-behaviours across the region 

Desired Outcomes: 
• 1,000 pledges 
• 4 pilot projects 
• Joint media release, highlighting collective success  

 
Method: 

• Collect pledges through pilot projects and existing outreach programs (web-based hub) 
o Develop a template pledge  
o Provide a menu of options and connections for users – one is not better than other, but we can ‘move’ people 

to different scales of action, awareness – aim for more actions over time because they are part of this 
framework 

• PURELY VOLUNTARY – Anonymity Options – from completely anonymous – to ‘champions’ who want share 
their success.  Eg. Newspaper headlines – “One thousand people are helping species at risk this year”. 

• 3 TYPES OF PLEDGES –menu or stepping stone approach.  For example: 
o BROAD ACTION – easy, vague, could apply to many things: e.g. Leave it alone 
o INDIVIDUAL ACTION – specific location, focused on home: e.g. Plant a native plant, go organic 
o COMMUNITY ACTION – thinking big, with neighbours: e.g. Plant a habitat 

• Show clearly how different actions connect to species at risk 

Zone-Wide Model:  
• Implement a zone-wide campaign that reinforces and supports local messages / campaigns 
• Partnership agreements – to ‘pool’, tag, track pledges – each partner collects and has access their own pledges 

and related statistics  - possibly through a joint tool – could compare campaigns or report on collective success 
• Could include many sub-campaigns within a broad campaign message 
• What’s in it For Partners?  

• Pledge mechanism – that can be customized 
• Reporting success 
• Raising profile of your campaign - Cost-effective outreach 
• Raising allies – beyond the usual suspects  
• Perception of the public that we’re working together – streamlining the message 
• Multiplying the power of participant pledges   
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Presentation Abstracts 

Snakes and Shovels: Social Marketing for Snake Conservation 
 Presented by Brian Hutchinson, Conservation Biologist (Parks Canada) and Stéphane Bruneau (Parks 
Canada) 

"Employ your extermination method once you have gained access to the snake. Use the blunt edge of 
a metal shovel to cleanly sever the snake's head in the most humane manner possible. Drop a heavy 
rock on top of the snake to crush it, or shoot the snake with a rifle or revolver."            - Step 4 of 'How 
to kill snakes' on eHow.com  

Human persecution is a threat to the majority of Species at Risk snakes in Canada (75% of snake species listed 
by COSEWIC). These species include Hognose Snake, Eastern Foxsnake, Eastern Ratsnake, Massasauga, 
Milksnake and Queensnake. The frequency and significance of this activity has yet to be quantified or gauged 
in the Canadian context. Although traditional interpretive and outreach education programs have attempted 
to curb persecution of snakes, studies have been unable to demonstrate any lasting effects on behaviour. 
Conversely, social marketing techniques have been employed successfully for other resistant behaviours and 
may be successful at curbing intentional harm toward snakes.  

The overarching goal of this project is to develop a social marketing campaign to change the behaviour of 
those who deliberately harm snakes. This presentation will summarize the project goals and the results of an 
initial workshop which took place in the winter. I hope we can use this discussion to identify opportunities for 
collaboration and integration on communication and stewardship activities. The results of this work will 
interest conservationists wherever snakes are found.  

Horticulture and Conservation: A Natural Connection 
Presented by Colleen Cirillo, Program Coordinator (Green Infrastructure Ontario Coalition, Toronto and 
Region Conservation) 

Invasive species are a significant threat to biodiversity. According to Canadian Food Inspection Agency, 50% 
of the known invasive plants in Canada have been introduced through the horticultural trade. In 2009, 
members of the horticulture industry and the conservation community came together to discuss shared 
concerns and take cooperative action on invasive garden plants. Together they formed a new group called 
the Horticulture Outreach Collaborative (HOC).  In January 2010, this group became a committee of the 
Ontario Invasive Plant Council.  Colleen will present on the committee’s goals and objectives, 
accomplishments and future plans.  

Since inception two short years ago, HOC has conducted research on the sale of invasive garden plants in 
Ontario; created educational presentations and brochures for professional and hobby gardeners; and led 
tours of invasive garden plants in natural areas for media, horticulturalists and nursery owners.  
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Veggie Village:  100 mile Produce Gardens 
Presented by Jodi Vanderheyden, Plant Documentation Coordinator, Royal Botanical Gardens 

Eating locally grown, seasonal produce is good for you, good for your community, and good for the planet.  
Growing food in your own backyard can drastically reduce your carbon footprint, while providing an 
aesthetically pleasing and functional garden.  Funded by the Ministry of Ontario Go Green Fund, Veggie 
Village's nine display gardens, show concrete design ideas for homeowners. Nine composite characters are 
used to illustrate how vegetable gardens can be designed to suit any lifestyle.   

Visitors are asked to pledge to use locally grown produce in at least one meal a week for a year to help 
reduce their carbon footprint.  Since opening the garden in late 2010, we have collected 1100 pledges.  This 
year we have ramped up interpretation, educational programs and culinary demonstrations and hope to 
keeps this number climbing.   

Blazing the Way: Coastal Trails and Biodiversity Awareness in Carolinian Canada 
Presented by Bronwen Buck, Social Marketing and Outreach Coordinator (Carolinian Canada Coalition) 

According to a recent survey commissioned by CCC, southwestern Ontario’s public cares about rare species 
and want to help, but they don’t know how.  CCC is developing a pilot project to help them take the ‘next 
step’ to on-the-ground action. The Biodiversity Awareness Trail (BAT) combines traditional interpretation 
tools (e.g. signs and brochures) with interactive features to inspire and assist trail users to save, steward and 
seed habitat for rare species. Along the trail may be a Grow Wild native plant garden; a Big Picture ecological 
restoration site; a Leave it Alone local art installation for rare snakes, opportunity to participate in citizen 
science, celebrate significant habitats or make a commitment to help through a pledge station. Other 
community-based social marketing techniques will be used to foster good stewardship behaviour. CCC is 
planning to work with partners to implement BATs (or BAT-styled trail notes) and other innovative outreach 
projects across the zone.  

Presenter Bios 

Brian Hutchinson  
Brian began his career in Parks doing a herptile inventory in Point Pelee and St. Lawrence 
Islands National Parks in 1972. Since then, he has worked studying deer, moose, reptiles 
and amphibians in the Ontario and Atlantic regions. Other research includes studies on 
isopods and South American Bats. He joined Parks permanently in 1987, and has worked 
in the Ontario Service Center, the Rideau Canal, and in National Office. Working as a 
Species at Risk coordinator in Ontario, Brian co-chaired the Dune Grasslands, 
Englemann’s Quillwort, Alvar, Fox-Hog nosed Snake and the Black Rat Snake Recovery 
teams. He has also advised other teams including caribou and eastern prairie white 

fringed orchid. He spent 5 years as a Human Dimensions specialist, trying to work with various groups to 
effect changes in wildlife management. Most recently he has been involved in developing social marketing 
approaches to wildlife management. In his spare time he is constructing a cottage in the Bahamas, where he 
will eventually escape this “temperate” climate. 
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Colleen Cirillo 
Colleen Cirillo has a Master degree in Environment and Resource Studies from the 
University of Waterloo and has worked for Toronto and Region Conservation since 2000. 
In 2003 Ms Cirillo initiated the Healthy Yards Program, and in 2009 she co-founded the 
Horticulture Outreach Collaborative, which became a committee of the Ontario Invasive 
Plant Council in January 2010, which she chairs.  Native plants are her passion. 

Currently she is on secondment from Healthy Yards and is coordinating the Green 
Infrastructure Ontario Coalition. 

 

Jodi Vanderheyden 
Jodi is a graduate of The University of Guelph Plant Biology program and is responsible 
for plant records at Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG).  On any given day she can be found 
entering data into the plant records database, updating maps, engraving labels, and 
most often, chasing a gardener for information on a plant.  With experience in interior 
landscaping, exterior landscaping and floral design she contributes to many aspects of 
the horticulture department at RBG.  She is an avid organic gardener, and is always 
trying to get people excited about eating local through our vegetable display garden or 

by signing  up for a food share from the local community shared agriculture program. 

 

Bronwen Buck 
Bronwen Buck is the Social Marketing and Outreach Coordinator for the Carolinian 
Canada Coalition (CCC). She is currently developing pilot projects, such as the 
Biodiversity Awareness Trail Initiative, that combine nature interpretation with social 
marketing methods to foster conservation stewardship. Within her outreach capacity, 
she also enjoys hosting an annual Species at Risk Youth Camp, sharing conservation 
success stories through the CCC newsletter and strengthening the Coalition’s ecosystem 
recovery efforts through multi-partner collaboration. Bronwen joined CCC in 2008 after 
completing a Master’s degree focusing on corporate community engagement. The 
incentive for her thesis arose from over seven years of experience playing a key role 

launching and coordinating the Nature Conservancy of Canada's conservation volunteer program and 
working with the Niagara Escarpment Commission as a Monitoring Ecologist.  
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Shout Out! 5 Minute Conservation Outreach Updates 
 

 

Irene Bouris  
St.Thomas Field Naturalists  
Come See Snake Heaven!  
 
Dan Dufour 
Carolinian Canada Coalition 
Lake Erie Coastal Stewardship Trail 
 
Erica Lagios 
Wildlife Preservation Canada 
Eastern Loggerhead Shrike Recovery 
 
Cheryl Evans 
REEP Green Solutions 
Stormwater Protection 
 
Barry Fraser 
Rotary Club of Chatham 
O'Neill Nature Preserve  
 
Shantree Kacera 
The Living Centre 
Forest Gardening: Sustainability for the Future  
 
Mandy Karch 
Toronto Zoo, Ontario Road Ecology Group  
Advancing Road Ecology in Ontario: Progress 
through partnerships  
 
Mia King 
Friends of the Coves Subwatershed Inc.  
Backyard Habitat 
 
Alistair MacKenzie 
Pinery Prov. Park 
Outreach Initiatives 
 
Mark Helm 
CCC (Board) 
Dorchester Watershed Action Committee   
 
 
 

Laura Mousseau 
Nature Conservancy of Canada 
Have you seen?  
 
Holly Nadalin 
Credit Valley Conservation 
Rural Non-Farm Barriers Research - Credit River 
Headwaters Region  
 
Erin Nadeau 
Toronto Zoo 
A CBSM Pilot: The Healthy Waters - Healthy 
Wildlife Program  
 
Nicole Richards 
Royal Ontario Museum - Life in Crisis: Schad 
Gallery of Biodiversity  
Biodiversity Outreach at the ROM  
 
Rita Weigel 
REEP Green Solutions 
Home Energy Conservation 
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